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The Ecology of Sea Beach Nesting in Slider Turtles (Trachemys scripta venusta)
from Caribbean Costa Rica

Don Molll
I Biologl, Deparment, Southu'est Missouri State Unit,ersin', Springftetd, Misstturi 65804 USA

Ansrnrcr. - Freshwater slider turtles, Trachemys scriptavenusta (Cryptodira: Emydidae)' enter the

sea and nest nocturnally on Caribbean Sea beaches from January to March near Tortuguero, Costa

Rica. Nesting behavior and reproductive biology is similar to that of other slider populations except

for larger egg size, clutch size, and nest dimensions, which in turn are probably influenced by the
greater size of Tortuguero females. Nesting females reach the sea from adjacent lotic habitat by
crossing an intervening peninsula, swimming into the sea via the Tortuguero Estuary, or walking
onto the beach from an adjoining brackish lagoon. Males reside permanently in freshwater habitats
where aquatic vegetation and basking sites are present. Females at sea drift-swim southward with
the longshore current before hauling up on the sea beach to nest. Nests are constructed on the upper
beach berm usually under cocoplum vegetation. Berm nests have a sufficient vertical temperature
gradient to produce male and female offspring. Open beach and forested areas are not used for
nesting. Spent females move back across the peninsula to freshwater either directly after nesting or
after re-entering the sea for a limited time. Tortuguero sliders typically display a clockwise pattern
of nesting cycle movement which conserves energy during nesting activity by utilizing prevailing
freshwater and sea currents to reach nesting sites. The marine phase of the cycle may minimize
predation opportunities ofslider adults and eggs by Tortuguero's terrestrial predators but exposes

females to marine predators and physiological stresses. The extraordinary size attained by Tortuguero
slider females may be an evolutionary response to minimize these nesting-associated risks. Hatchlings
emerge by May and June. They probably do not enter the sea but gradually move overland into
peninsular swamps and to the Tortuguero waterways in which adults reside.

While sea beaches and associated banks and dunes are

the normal nesting sites for marine turtles (Ernst and Barbour.

1989) and the diamondback terrapin . Malaclenn's terrapirt.
a dweller of coastal halohygric habitats. re-eularly uses

barrier beaches and dunes, and occasionally rnore disturbed
coastal habitats as nest sites (Reid, I 955; Bur-eer and

\4ontevecchi, 197 5; Seigel, I 980), only a few examples of
regular use of similar habitats for oviposition by other turtle
species are known. Two large Asian riverine-estuarine spe-

cies. the river terrapin, Batagur baska, and the painted

terrapin , Callagar borneoensis, nest on islands and coastal
beaches. Maxwell ( l9l I ) recorded river terrapin nesting on

beaches in Burma's Irawaddy River delta and Moll ( 1990)

reported that some nesting may still occcur on island beaches

u ithin the Sunderbans of India and Bangladesh. The painted

temapin is mainly a sea beach nester in West Malaysia (Moll,
1980). Its nesting behavior and hatchling and reproductive
ecology on South China Sea beaches have been described in
a series of reports and papers by Moll and colleagues (Moll,
undated,, 1980; Dunson and Moll, 1980; Tow and Moll,
1981). Pelochelys bibroni, the giant Asian softshell is an-

other freshwater species which may spend considerable time
at sea and which apparently uses sea beaches as nesting sites

tRhodin et al., 1993). Similarly, another giant trionychid,
Triontx triunguis, is known from the eastern Mediterranean

Sea and is common enough off the Turkish coast to be

considered a pest by local fishermen (Pritchard, l9l9).
These softshells are known to nest on the margins of lakes

neAr the mouth of a river that opens to the sea near Dalaman
I Atati.ir ,I979). The pig-nosed turtl e, Carettochelt's insutlptct,

will also use coastal beaches in New Guinea as nest sites

(Georges and Rose .1993). Other lar-ee riverine and estuarine

species may also nest on island and sea beaches in deltas and

near river mouths.

Evidence had be-eun to acculnulate by 1984 that the

slider. Truchellt'.t su'ilttct yertusto. a lar-9e, relatively uncom-

mon lotic species in Caribbean Costa Rica, was nestin-e on

Caribbean sea beaches in the Tortuguero vicinity. Pritchard
and Trebbau ( 1984) noted non-marine turtle tracks on beaches

and discarded carcasses of individuals which had been

collected on beaches for food by residents were always adult
female sliders. On 25 June 1989 at Il30 hours, J. Spotila, T.

Yocky and I encountered a hatchling T. scripta walking
parallel to the surfline on the lower beach at milepo st 2 218

on Tortuguero Beach. The hatchling's tracks led diagonally
back to the cocoplum scrub on the upper beach. On 4 June

1990, M. Piedl (pers. cotlutl.) extracted a slider hatchling
from the grasp of a crab in its hole on the edge of the upper

beach vegetation zone in front of the Green Turtle Research

Station (milepost 6/8) on Tortuguero Beach. Pritchard and

Trebbau ( 1984) and Moll and Moll ( 1990) discussed the

adaptive significance of beach nesting by this species in this

single area of its vast range in which sea beach nesting was

thought to occur, and the probable selective forces behind its

development here.

These observations and interest in the factors which
may influence the development of this unique phenomenon

led me to initiate an investigation of the ecology of Carib-
bean Sea beach nesting by Costa Rican T. scripta. My
objectives were: 1) to verify and describe the nesting phe-
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Figure 1. Location of the Tortuguero study area in Costa Rica.

nomenon from direct observation; 2) to obtain basic infor-
mation concerning the reproductive biolo,_qy of slider fe-
males and egg characteristics for comparison with data from
other slider populations; 3 ) to obtain information concerning
the timing, related movements and location of nesting activ-
ity; and 4) to gather data concerning the ecology of hatchlings
which emerge from sea beach nests.

STUDY AREA

The research was conducted from the Caribbean Con-
servation Corporation's Green Turtle Research Station near
the village of Tortuguero on Costa Rica's northeastern
Caribbean coast ( 10"34'N; 83"32' W) (Fig. 1). The region is
characterized by very wet tropical forest and a mean annual
temperature of at least 24"C (Holdridge 1947,, 1959). Hirth
( 1963a) provided a detailed account of the climate and
physical environment at Tortuguero. Two wet and two dry
periods occur each year (Carr et al., 1978). Hirth recorded
59.170 of total annual precipitation in December, January,
July, and August and found the driest months to be Septem-
ber, October, March, and April. No month received less than
50 mm of rain.

The study area generally referred to as "Tortuguero" in
this paper describes the region bordered on the north by the
Tortuguero Estuary or Boca,, which opens to the sea about 5
km north of Tortuguero Village (Fig. I ). The interior water-
way producing the estuary is formed by the confluence of the
Tortuguero, Suerte, and Sierpe Rivers and drains a water-
shed of swamp and rain forest extending inland for about 40
km (Carr et al., 1978). The southern border of the study area
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is the Parismina (Reventazt-rn E---.-- . , . --.,--3d by one of
the major streams of the coast;-ti :r. -: ' -: - . - .rtid about 35

km south of the Tortuguero Bt,J-, \: -- ' : this area is
encompassed by Tortuguero Natir-rn,:. P-:r'r The confi-9ura-
tion of the area is such that the fre:it tr) -' ::3\', hat brackish
inland waterways are separated fronr tire C.rribbean Sea by
a narrow (usually I km or less in r,lidth t it-rre.terl peninsula
(Fig. 2). A sea beach extends unbroken ult-rnS the seaward

reach of the peninsula, except occasionallr at Laguna Jalova,
an evanescent boca about 6.4 km north of Parisnrina Village
(Fig. 2XHirth and Ogren, 1987). Fowler (I979) described
four beach zones . Zone I is the seaward. surf-u,'ashed sec-

tion. Zone2 is the unvegetated beach section from the hi.-eh

tide mark to the sparsely vegetated middle beach . Zone 3 is

the middle beach up to the forest edge. Zone 4 begins at the

beach vegetation border and extends into forest.
Typical beach vegetation within the study areahas been

described by Hirth (1963a), Hirth and Ogren ( 1987), and List
and Robles (1991 ). Much of the beach has been marked in I I
8 mile sections, beginning at the Tortuguero Boca, by sea

turtle workers for nest-site fixity studies and are referred to
here to fix locations in this study as well. Mile 0 is currently
about l/8 mile south of the current Boca position due to the

northward extension of the Tortuguero Bar subsequent to
milepost placement.

On the sea side is a breaker zone with low to moderate
tidal influence. Close inshore a southeast trending longshore
current is present which often can be seen bearin-e rafts of
water hyacinth and other vegetation along the coastline
(Carr et al., 1978).

METHODS AND MATERIALS

Fieldwork was conducted in Costa Rica from 1989 to
1992. Most information concerning slider nesting behavior
and nest characteristics was obtained from January through
March , 1991, but shorter field periods in May and June of
other years provided additional data.

Sliders were collected in freshwater habitats by tram-
mel netting, snorkeling, hand-collecting, and by baited hoop
traps. The sex of all sliders was determined and they were
measured, weighed, and individually marked by shell notch-
ing (Cagle, 1939). One nest survey of the entire 35 km beach

between the Tortuguero Estuary and the Rfo Parismina
Estuary was conducted on l8 February and two beach

sllrveys in the Laguna Jalova area were conducted on l4 and

20 February. Nest data and nesting fernales were obtained
from these sea beach surveys and from re_uular surveys
conducted from the estuary of the Tortu_euero Canal to
milepost 7 within Tortuguero National Park. Surr,'eys were
typically conducted once per day. colnmencin_e just after
dawn or after dark on alternate days. Survevs continued until
the transect could be completely covered. Females encoun-
tered, usually discovered by presence of tracks on the beach.

were allowed to complete the nestin-e process. The direction
of their movement away from the nest site \\ as recorded
before additional data were collected. Environnrental condi-

li, C arlbbean 5ea

Boca Rio Parismina

834 30', 830 15'
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Figure 2. Number and location of slider nests encountered during January- March 1991 beach surveys in the Tortugulro study area. Darker
stifipled bars represent nests in main northern study area. Lightlr stippl-ed bars represent nests encountered on I 8 February I 99 I survey

..ilntire beach. Diagonally striped bars represent nests in southern Laguna Jalova study area.

tions were recorded. All nests were temporarily marked with
e stake to allow later observations concerning nest and egg

,-haracteristics. Eggs were reburied and an affay of standard-

ized 24 gauge Cu-Cn thermocouples were buried at depths

of 0. 50, 100., 150, 205 (mean nest depth), and 230 mm

I maximum nest depth) within five slider nests for determi-
nation of thermal profiles and fluctuation in the nests (all

ne sts were in shaded locations of Fowler's zone 3). Two
.inrilarly positioned thermocouple arrays were buried in the

Lrnshaded middle beach zone (Fowler's zone 2) and in the

ir)rest (Fowler's zon e 4) for comparison. Temperatures were

re corded with a BAT l2 thermocouple rneter from Bailey
In:trurnent Co. (technique adapted from Spotilaet al. ,1987).

Five sliders captured in freshwater habitats and two
nestirl.-g ternales were atfixed with one stage, I " x 114",J.5-

8g transmitters coated with dental acrylic and powered by

I .-lV tnercury batteries from L&L Electronics, Mahomet,

Illinois. Their subsequent movements were monitored on an

.\VM Model 12 receiver using a hand-held M-Yagi direc-
tional antenna or miniature loop antennna for closer work.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Reproductive Characteristics

A total of 24 slider nests were located during the

Jarruary-March study period in l99l (Fig.2). Six of these

\\ ere located during a survey of the entire 35 km beach

between the Tortuguero Canal and Rio Parismina estuaries

on l8 Febru aryi five of these were only cursorily exarnined.

Detailed data were collected trom l8 nests and five nesting

ternales encountered within my main northern (Tortuguero

Estuary to milepost 7) and southern (Laguna Jalova vicinity,
miles 16 and 17) study areas, and from one of the nests (at

rnilepost 7) encountered during my l8 February survey. One

other old nest (and two hatchlings) was found near milepost
+ l/8 on 14 June 1990.

Except for their sea beach locations, the nests and other

reproductive characteristics of Caribbean Costa Rican slid-
ers are similar to those of other populations which have been

studied (Moll and Moll, 1990; Table l). Most differing
characteristics probably result from the greater size of

Tortuguero sliders. Although some temperate emydids of
the Trachenws/Pseudenrys complex such as Pseudetnvs

concittna sawanniensis and Pseudenrys nelsoni may equal or

exceed the size of tropical sliders (Pritchard, 1980), the

latter, with some exceptions, tend to reach larger mean and

maximum sizes than temperate sliders (Pritchard and

Trebbau, 1984; Moll and Moll, 1990). Tortuguero's sliders

are extremely large even by tropical standards, although i".

s. gro\ti may grow as large or larger (Alvatez delToro, 1982;

Obst, 1985) (Tabl eL;Frg. 3). Nests of Costa Rican sliders are

typically flask shaped but are deeper and wider than in other

populations (Moll and Moll, 1990) (Table 1). The eggs are

larger and more numerous per clutch than in other popula-

tions, and the mean egg mass index of 0 .4I (egg mass

divided by the mass of the spent female x 100) (EMI)

corresponds with a typical slider pattern indicating less

energy investment per egg correlated with increasing adult

female mass (Moll and Moll,, 1990) (Table l). The signifi-
cance of the relative clutch mass (clutch mass divided by

mass of the spent female) (RCM) value of 0. l4 is as obscure

as it is in other populations (Moll and Moll, 1990) (Table 1).

As sliders were not killed for reproductive tract analysis., and

no marked or radio-affixed females were encountered at

subsequent nestings, the clutch frequency could not be

determined. An indication of the capacity for multiple clutches

Figure 3. Adult female slider, Trachemvs
Tortuguero, Costa Rica (380 mm carapace

scripta venusta, from
length).
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Table 1. Reproductive data concerning Tortuguero sliders with available data from other tropical sliders pror.ided
fbr comparison (adapted from Moll and Moll. 1990).

Location -

,\ ubspecie,\
Eggs per Clutches Egg Nest EIU I/ Incub,. \esting
clutch per Characteristics Characteristics RCNI peritrJ Season

x=tnean year x=mean
( range ) (sizes in mm)

(darst

Tortuguero, Costa Rica
7t .s. vetutstu (12-32) prob.

multiple

16 x 45

Pacific drainage, Chiapas ( 10-20)
T. :;. gruvi

Corozal district, Belize
I. .s. vetutslu

x=20 unknown; x = 29.5 x 45.0 Flask shaped, .41l.l.l unkn. at least
sea beach location.

mean size (mnr):
205 deep x

I 12 wide at top x
142 wide at base

Jan-N{ar
probabll,

I o nger

NlarPacific coast of Isthrnus (16-18) Oblong. oval
of Tehuantepec, Mexico
7. .s. grzli

Atlantic drainage, Chiapas, Mexico ( 12-20) - - Elongate Communal, Jan-Apr
25 x 40 flask-shaped.

200 rnrn deep

On beaches 90 Feb-Apr
of rivers and lakes

Atlantic drainage, Chiapas (5-21) (l-3)
T. s. venustct

Feb- M ay

(8-20) Q-31 Oblong, Flask-shaped Feb-May
leathery. flexible cavity in fields

28 x 4l

I-akc Nicaragua, Nicaragua x=20

RioChagres. PanarnaCanal Zone x=17 (l-6) Oblong. Comnrunal. .49l. l0 (71-86) Dec-May
(9-25) leathery. flexible sealed.

x = 42.2 x 28.8 flask-shaped

Depanment of Choco, Colombia (12-24\
subspecies unclear, possibly
T. s. r,eilusla

Northwestern Venezuela and (9-30) (2-3) Oblong, soft- Flask-shaped, (69-92) Colombia:

( l5-25)

(ll-28)

northern Colombia
7. ,t. t:ulIiro.rtri:;

Northern Venezuela
T.,r. chicltirit'iclte

shelled, flexible max. size (rnm):
2l x 27 to 180 deep x

26 x 4l I l0 widc at top x
130 wide at base

Dec-Apr,
perhaps 2nd

seas. in Aug;
Venezuela:
Apr-June

princ. seas.

was provided by a dead 40 cm CL f'emale which washed up were concentrated near the northern and southern sections

on the beach near the Tortuguero Estuary on I February and only one nest was located in the central section of
I 990. She contained a set of I 5 oviducal eggs and 32 corpora Tortuguero National Park (Fig. 2).

lutea in two distinct size classes in addition to a set of 15

enlarged follicles. These data suggest that at least two and Nest Temperature Characteristics
possably three clutches of eggs could have been laid during
the l99l season by this female. Temperature profiles at vadous depths in five slider

nests in cocoplum shaded sites were monitored and com-
Beach Nest Location and Access pared with a temperature profile of similar depths in a

section ofdark colored open beach near one ofthe nests, and

Nests were always located on gently sloping beach withintheforest(Table3).Meanandextremehightempera-
sections behind low dunes in vegetation-shaded areas ofthe tures recorded were higher at similar depths from the open

upper beach berm (Fowler's zone 3). The nests were usually beach site than in the five nests, and lower within the forest
located under the spreading cover of cocoplum, site. Daytime surface and near-surface temperatures in un-

Cltr:sobalanus icaco (Fig. 4), but occasionally were associ- shaded beach sites can rise rapidly in a short time and reach

ated with other vegetation of the upper beach. Cocoplum surface temperatures as much as 30"C higher than those
provided ideal nesting cover as it served to camouflage recorded at nest sites.

nesting females, nest sites, and emerging hatchlings from Slider nests were never found in unshaded open beach

predators while providing shade for nests without obstruc- locations. It is doubtful whether slider eggs could survive
tiverootentanglements.Althoughapparentlysuitablehabi- nest temperatures which change so drastically and may
tat for nesting occurred along nearly the entire 35 km beach approach 73'C near the surface (Hirth, 1963a). Tempera-
between Tortuguero Boca and Parismina Boca, most nests tures at all depths in the unshaded beach site never dropped



Figure 4. Beach profile of Tortuguero Beach. Sliders nest in the
cocoplum scrub of the upper beach shown on the right of the
photograph.

below the threshold temperature of 29'C Vogt ( 1990) estab-

lished for production of males in tropical Mexican sliders

and never rose above it in the forest site. Spotila et al. ( 1987)

also found that mid-beach green turtles' nest temperatures
(50-70 cm depth) seldom dropped below 29"Cbut unlike the
shallower slider nests in shaded areas the deeper.-sreen turtle
nests in these areas remained well below 29"C at all times.
If Vogt's ( I 990) Mexican temperature-dependent sex deter-
mination (TSD) standards hold for Costa Rican sliders, as

seems likely (Bull et al. , 1982), then only the temperature
gradient observed in cocoplum shaded nest sites of Fowler's
zone 3 would be adequate for production of both sexes

tTable 3).

Nesting Macrohabitat and Microhabitat Selection

There seem to be compelling reasons responsible for the

development of the unusual nesting macrohabitat (sea beach)

and rnicrohabitat (cocoplum) selection by Tortuguero slid-
ers. As Pritchard and Trebbau ( 1984) and Moll and Moll
( 1990) have discussed, tropical sliders are normally absent

trom unbroken rain forest since densely forested shorelines
do not offer suitable open areas for nesting. Moll and Legler
( 191 l) discussed some possible reasons for the forest's
nnsuitability as slider nesting habitat and my substrate

temperature data taken from the forest suggest that female
prodr,rction could be a problem for a TSD species. Other
thriving populations which do exist in rain forest areas, such

as the Panamanian population studied by Moll and Legler
t|gll) and another in the Rio Chucunaque of Panama's
Dari6n noted by Breder (1946), depend for nesting com-
pletely upon disturbed areas such as golf courses, planta-

tions, and other areas denuded of dense overstory vegeta-
tion. A few cases of sliders nesting on open, human-altered
habitats have also been reported at Tortuguero (A. Gutrercez,
pers. comm.). The nesting sites of a low density population
of l .r. chichiriviche in forested areas of Ven ezuela's Rfo
Yaracuy are not currently known (Pritchard and Trebbau,
1984). Coastal Costa Rican sliders were able to survive in the

re_9ion's pre-settlement unbroken rainforest by migrating to

tll

proximate Caribbean Sea beaches for nesting. Here, optimal

circumstances for the development of this phenomenon are

present with freshwater non-nesting habitats separated from

sea beaches by relatively narrow intervals of terrestrial rain

forest of one km or less. Morreale et al. (1984). Parker

(1984), and Momeale and Gibbons (1986) have shown

sliders to be capable of overland movement of this and

considerably greater extent.

The cocoplum's protective cover for both nestin-e adults

and emerging hatchlings, its spreading nature well beyond

its root clurnps, its ubiquity along the upper beach berm

away from influence of the highest tides, its proximity to the

protective cocal and forest behind, and its relatively moder-

ate thermal regime all contribute to its importance as nestin-9

habitat. In most turtle TSD studies conducted to date, nest

placement in microhabitats which vary from shaded areas to

open beach has been shown to produce only a few mixed sex

nests along with a majority of unisexual nests (e.g., Vo.-9t and

Bull, 1984;Bull, 1985; Mrosovsky et al .,1984; Schwarzkopf
and Brooks,l98l; Maxwell et al., 1988; Mrosovsky and

Provancha, 1989; Janzen, In press). At Tortuguero, where

both forest and open beach are apparently totally unsuitable

for nesting by sliders, the development of both sexes in
cocoplum shaded beach nests (whether scattered unisexual

Figure 5. Movement patterns of two radio-tracked slider fernales.
Dotted line-arrows and numbered circles A-E represent direction
of movement and important stages in the nesting sequence of a

gravid female. EcA,' indicates position of slider nonreproductive
habitat in which female was collected and affixed with transmitter.
i6B'r is point of entry into the Caribbean Sea; 

6ec't is nesting location
on Tortuguero Beach; "r)!' is point of return of female into the
Tortuguero waterway; and "E" is the position from which the last
radio-signals were received. Dashed line-arrows and numbered
circles F-G represent direction of movement of a spent fetrrale
radio-tagged immediately after nesting at "F"; "G" is location at
which the female left the sea and began movin.-e across the penin-
sula; and "H" is the location in the Tortuguero water\,\'ay from
which the last signals were received (see text for more detail).

Chelonian Consen)cttion and Biologt, Volume I, Nr,uttber 2 ( 199.4)
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Table 2. Comparative carapace lengths (CL) in males (M), fernales (F), and hatchlings (H) in
selected tropic al Truc'hetnys st'r'rpta populations. Tortuguelo sample size N = 68. Data fiom present
study, P.C.H. Pritchard, pers. cottutt.. and Molt and Moll, 1990.

Subspecies Location Record CL (mm) Normal CL (rnm)

7"

T.

T.

T.

T.

.\'. venusltt Tortuguero, Costa

.r. venustt Belize

.T. venustu Panama

.r. cullirostris Colornbia

.r. cltichirit'iclte Venezuela

Rica 350.1 M, 440.2 F

332 M, 345 F

342 M, 352 F

252 M, 300 F

279.1 M, 377.9 F, -11.8 H (rneans)

180.6 M,292.2 F,36.0 H (rneans)

est. 175 M, est. 260 F,37 H
t50-200 M, t90-240 F, ---
' 195-325 (M,F), ---

or mixed sex or both) is necessary. My nest temperature data

suggest the possibility that these nest environments could
produce mixed sex nests, a pattern which has also been tound
to be prevalent in green turtles (Cheloniu ntyclcts) at Tortuguero
(Spotila et al., 1987) and in Surinam (Mrosovsky et al.,

1984). Janzen (In press) suggested that assesslnent of veg-
etational cover at potential nest sites may allow Illinois
Chryselr?]'s pic'tct to choose the thermal environment of nests,

hence the sex ratio of the offspring. A similar capability
could be present in Tortugllero's beach nesting sliders.

Slider Track Patterns

Based upon observations of tracks and data from two
transmitter-affixed temales, nesting sliders may reach their
nest sites and leave them in various ways. Most nest sites
(54.2Vc) were reached by females which emerged frorn the

sea, moved more or less directly to the cocoplum scrub to
oviposit, then returned to the sea afier nesting. This nestin.-g

pattern produced a two-way track typical of nesting marine
turtles. At Laguna Jalova sites where the inland brackish
lagoon and marsh were adjacent to the beach (Fig. 2), six
fernales (25Vc) ntoved onto the beach from the rear lagoon
side and returned directly to the lagoon after nesting. Other
two-way track patterns were occasionally observed in which
tracks led to and f}orl nests which had been abandoned
before oviposition occurred and those which formed "half
moons" in which emergence onto the beach and return to the

sea occurred without sign of nesting activity. One-way track
patterns to and from nests were also encountered. Three
females ( l2 .5c/a) moved from the sea to the nest site without
returning to the sea (at least directly) and two other fernales
(8.3':/t,) apparently moved into the sea directly atter nesting
but leti no ingress track to indicate theirroute to the nest site.

Other one-way track patterns not associated with nesting
activity (both from the sea to the sclub and vice-versa) were
frequently encountered along the 35 krn beach. Within the

northern study area I 2 one-way track sets from the scrub into
the sea were observed with J 5cft, located between the

Tortuguero Canal Estuary and rnilepost 4. In addition, two
female sliders were observed moving fronr the cocoplum
scrub onto the beach artd into the sea on February 12 and Il
respectively. There was no sign of nesting activity by either
artd one exanrined elosely was detennined to be gravid,
irrdicating ttcstirrg had rtot occurred. T'he first indil'idual was
observed through binoculars from about 0.2 km distance as

it emerged near milepost 118 at 0545 hrs. The second

(gravid\ 42 cm CL female was caught at 07 15 hrs near

rnilepost 2 3/8 as she entered the surf. She had been collected
and marked previously in the Penitencia Canal on 8 June

I 990. Another 10 one-way track sets leading fiorn the sea

into scrub were observed with 807o located between mile-
post 4 and7. Telemetry data from two radio-affixed fernales

indicated that trom the sea one-way track sets (both associ-

ated with nests and without) may be explained by movement

of some individuals across the intervening forested penin-

sula into the Tortuguero Canal.
Since nests were located by tracks left in beach sand the

possibility of missing nests in cocoplum scrub or elsewhere
which had been reached and left by passage through the

forest cannot be excludecl. I received reliable reports of
female sliders moving overland on the grounds of the Green
Turtle Research Station in 1990 (D. Pennick, pers. conun.)
and of a slider nest located on a farm adjacent to the

Tortuguero Canal's west side, well away from the sea beach
(A. Guttertez, per.\. contnt.).

Sliders and slider tracks are occasionally reported on

Tortuguero sea beaches by sea turtle workers and residents
during the summer and other times of the year. I observed
adult slider tracks on Jalova Beach on 29 JLlne 1989. Sliders
also have been seen on sea beaches at Corcovado National
Park on Costa Rica's Pacific Coast (by R. Kiester and D.
Norrnan) and in El Salvador (D. Nclrman, pers. L'ottun.). The
sexes of these individuals or reasons for their presence on
these beaches are not known. Some treshwater turtles un-
doubtedly are washed out of river urouths during flood
periods. At Tortuguero, river-dwelling Rhinot'lenurtts

.funerec have been sighted drifting toward the estuary in mats

of water hyacinth and two were found alive on the sea beach

irr 1992 (Jansen, 1993). Some slider sightings on beaches

could be explained similarly or could be the result of a more
extended nesting season and greater geographic extent for
sea beach nesting than currently documented.

Telemetry Results

Three gravid females, two spent females which had

recently nested, and two adult males were affixed with
transrnitters. The gravid females and males were captured,
fitted with transrnitters, and released at the capture site near

basking sites and emergent artd subnrergent vegetation beds

used for teeding in the lower Penitencia Canal near its
convergence with the Tortuguero Canal ( see position "A" in
Fig. 5). Two of the gravid females and the two rnales



lnonitorecl rernained in the vicinity of the plant beds fclr as

lon.-e ars four weeks after tagging. Their signals were nroni-

tored at least twice each day until they were lost (whether by

transmitter failure or movement out of range of the receiver

is unknown). The third gravid female moved from the plant

beds in the Penitencia Canal on 28 February and reached the

sea beach nesting site 3 March via canal and sea travel (Fig.

5 ). After nesting it moved inland across the forested penin-

sula and into the Tortuguero Canal. The signal was received

for the last time at the southern end of Isla Cuatro Esquinas

on 4 March (Fig. 5).

Both spent females monitored moved into the sea per-

pendicular to the beach, swimming through light surf about

300 m before turning southward and moving within the

longshore current on 30 January and l5 February respec-

tively. One female's signal was lost within 30 minutes of her

southward turn on 15 February. The other female was

iollowed from her nest site approximately 2 km southward

to rnilepost 6 where she emerged from the sea about 1 130

hrs. moved across the beach into the cocoplum, and contin-
ued overland across the peninsula to the canal (Fig. 5). She

rerrrained in this area which contained emer..eent Panicuurt

tttlttctticLtnl, submergent H1'clrocoh'le SP., basking sites, and

r-rther sliders until at least 26 February when her signal was

1o st.

Nesting and Movement Patterns

The combined data from observations of tracks and

individuals and from telemetry suggest a loose and flexible
pattern of nesting activity by Tortuguero's sliders. Sliders

resident in the local freshwater (or sli,_ehtly brackish) canal

\\ stem typically move downstream into and through
Tortu-euero Canal during Costa Rica's dry season. Some

individuals move overland to the sea across the peninsula
u'hich separates the canal fiom the sea and beaches, often
u.here it is relatively narrow north of Tortuguero village
t Fi-u .2). A similar pattern of nesting movement (without the

sea immersion phase) is seen in green iguanas which swim
across Tortuguero Canal, cross the peninsula in its narrow
northern section and nest on the middle to upper beach

durin,_q the dry season (Hirth, 1963b; Carr et al .,, l9l8). Other
sliders follow the canal's current all the way to the mouth,

entering the sea via the estuary without overland movement.

Once in the sea sliders enter the south flowin.q longshore

current to travel dclwncoast. enterging li'ont the sea onttl the

beach, normerlly at night, to oviposit in the cocclpluttt scrttb

of the upper beach berm. After nesting is completed, most

females move back into the sea, continue southward in the

longshore current before re-emerging, cross the beach, and

continue overland across the intervening forested peninsula

to re-enter Tortuguero Canal. Mainly downstream move-

ment brings spent females back to suitable non-nestin-e

habitat with feeding and basking sites and represents the

final phase of the cycle.

The clockwise nature of the pattern affords optimal use

of prevailing currents in both freshwater and marine phases

of the cycle - an energy conservative strategy which allows
movement over considerable distances to and from optimal
nesting and non-nesting habitat while minimtzing the time
spent in saltwater. While the physiological tolerances of
these sliders are not known, the capacity for lon.-e term

saltwater immersion in most freshwater turtles is limited
(Dunson l9l9a, I9l9b; Dunson and Moll, 1980). The con-

centration of nests within a few km of sea-entry points and

the paucity of nests in the equally suitable nesting habitat of
the central beach section of Tortuguero National Park sug-

gest limiting factors influencing sea-time may exist.

Sea Phase of the Nesting Process

The reasons for the marine phase of the nesting cycle,

which occurs before and after nesting in many females, are

rnore obscure. Although T. scriptct has been observed to
inhabit some brackish habitats (Neill, 195 8; Moll and Legler,
197 I, Le-eler, 1990), and the rate of electrolyte influx in
sliders has been demonstrated to be relatively low (Dunson,

196l), the sea must be a difficult environment for them for
a variety of reasons. Even though my data suggest their time
spent in the sea may be limited and mainly occurs at the end

of the rainy season when inshore salinity levels are probably
relatively low. it is risky, as evidenced by the slider carcasses

observed. There must be strong selective forces directing
and maintaining the marine phase of the slider nesting

process that involve more than just the need to get to suitable

beach nesting sites. These are accessible from slider non-

nesting habitat at straight-line distances well within the

slider' s demonstrated physical capabilities for overland travel.

In contrast, the more direct route to beach nesting sites ,

without a marine phase, seems adequate for green iguanas

Table 3. Nest temperature-depth profile offive cocoplum-shaded slider nests and at similar depths on an unshaded
mid-beach location and within the forest. Temperatures at each depth were recorded daily at 6 hr. intervals (N =
712)for amean period of 25.4 days ( 14-30) per site. Means are followed by one standard deviation and extremes.

Depth (mm) Nest Temperatures "C Beach Control 'C Forest Control "C

Surface

-50

r00
150

205 (mean nest depth)

230

24.6 ! 2.39 (20.6-37.4)

27.6 + r.98 (25.6-32.0)

29.5 + t.94 (28.r-33.8)

30.2 + 1.66 (28.3_32.4)

30 4 + r 45 (30 0-33 r)

306 t 032 (30.2-32.2)

32.8 + 6 78 (23.2-65.7)

35.1 + 2.99 (30.2-41 .6)

33.6 t 2.32 (30 0-36.7)

33.1 + 1 89 (32.0-34.5)

3 r .5 + r .45 (30.9-34 4)

32.8 t 0.66 (31.9-33.s)

24.0 + 2.13 (20.9-28.7)

22.6 X 1.89 (21 .4-26.3)

?2.2 t l .63 (20 .8-24.9)

21 8 + 1.54 09.9-24.0)
2t .4 + I .03 (t9.9-23.4)

2t.4 + 0.54 (20.2-22.t)
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tHirth. 1963b).

Sea travel by sliders could be viewed as an adaptation in
response to strong selection pressure to minimize the terres-

trial phase of the nesting process. Sea immersion by sliders
is less common at Laguna Jalova where close proximity of
beach nesting sites to fresh water allows direct access

without long overland movement. Within my northern study
area a trend seems apparent for females to cross the penin-

sula to the sea along its narrowest stretch or to reach the sea

via Tortuguero Estuary without any terrestrial emergence
before reaching the nest site. Data from the two radio-
tracked individuals also suggest that direct and rapid post-

nesting movement across the peninsula is normal once the

return overland phase has commenced (Fig. 5). Avoidance
of obstructions and terrestrial predators of adult sliders may

be part of the explanation, as a diverse array of predators,

both medium-sized (e.g., raccoons, coatis, tayras, grisons,

smallercats) and very large (e.g., jaguar) inhabit Tortuguero's
forests. Alternatively, or perhaps in addition., marine move-
ment to and from nesting sites may play a role in minimizing
predation of nests and e-q-gs. There are an extremely lar._ee

number of potential turtle e._gg predators present here fiom
avian, reptilian, mammalian, and even invertebrate (e.g., fire
ants) taxa. Many of the species suspected or observed eating
slider eggs in Panama by Moll and Legler (I9l I ) are also

common at Tortuguero (e.g., armadillos, Ameivct lizards,
oppossums, coatis, vultures, etc.). Movement overland di-
rectly to the oviposition site, especially over longer dis-
tances, may allow forest dwelling predators to follow fe-
males to the nest either visually or by scent trail. Similarly,
egg predators in the forest might be able to back-trail females
if they moved overland after nesting. The pattern of return-
ing to the sea after nesting and moving in the longshore
current for some distance before overland return movement
to the canal could best be explained by the egg predation
hypothesis. An alternative explanation for post-nesting sea

movement could be that it serves a thermoregulatory func-
tion for the spent female.

Mortality of Adults on the Beach

Three females were found dead on the sea beach during
February and March 1991, and one dead female was seen on
the beach in June 1990 (Fig. 6). All of these individuals were
tound at or very near the surf line suggesting that they had

been washed in from the sea. One individual found at dawn
on 1 February I 99I was gravid and without obvious signs of
the callse of mortality, but the other three were severely
mutilated and missing combinations of heads, limbs, and

internal organs. As these were attended by black vultures
when discovered it is not clear whether the mutilation was

due to scavenging or whether marine predators may have

played a role in their death.

Caribbean Slider Gigantism

Large size is a characteristic of many tropical slider

Figure 6. A dead slider fernale washed up on Tortuguero Beach.

populations and has been variously explained as an adapta-

tion related to avoidance of crocodilian predation, as a
response to greater productivity and longer growing seasons

than in temperate zones, and as a need to maximtze repro-

ductive potential in predator-rich environments (Moll and

Moll, 1990). The gigantism displayed by Caribbean Costa
Rican sliders is truly exceptional, even by tropical standards.

and the specific selective forces responsible remain obscure.
Pritchard and Trebbau ( 1984) suggested that large size in the

Tortuguero sliders' population may result from its filling the

large herbivorous river turtle niche and from the advantages

it may provide during sea travel. In regard to the latter.
Gibbons ( 1990) argued that larger size would confer an

advantage in reducing predator and environmental risks to
turtles which must travel from the relative safety of their
aquatic home range for nesting or other reasons. While
Gibbons was thinking of terrestrial travel, the hypothesis
would be equally applicable to the marine phase of Tortuguero
sliders' nesting migrations. Large size is a characteristic of
all sea turtles and all of the previously mentioned sea-goin-e

freshwater species (i.e., Batagur baska, Callagur
borneoensis, Pelocltelys bibroni, Trionyx triunguis, and

C a re tt o c he ly s i ns c ul pt a), andcould concei vably confer such

advantages as reducing predation risk, reducing rate of
electrolyte influx by reducing surface area to body mass

ratio, and increasing maneuverability in heavy seas. As
Gibbons also pointed out, a benefit from decreased travel
risk for nesting females would be that more time could be

expended and distance covered in seeking the most optimal
nesting habitats available. I agree with Pritchard and Trebbau
( 1984) and think that at Tortuguero the extraordinary sizes

attained by female sliders represent an adaptation at least

partially explained by Gibbons' hypothesis. Optimal sea

beach nesting habitats are relatively remote from
nonreproductive habitats and are separated from them by
very risky expanses of sea and/or forest which must be

traversed by nesting females. If there is strong selection to
reduce terrestrial travel to minimize adult or egg predation,

then sea travel and time to reach beach nesting sites must be

increased accordingly, with concordant adaptation resulting
to cope with those additional perils. The evolution of gigan-
tism at Tortuguero, to a degree attained in few other sliders,



is probably a response to this unique juxtaposition of essen-

tial habitats, and the need for sufficient rninimization of
travel risks through size enhancement to successfully utilize
rhose habitats.

Hatchling Ecology

There is limited information concerning hatchling slid-
ers in the Tortuguero area (Fig. 7). Twelve recently hatched

sliders were observed in three seasons ( 1989 -1991), includ-
in_s the two individuals observed on the sea beach. Six others
\\'ere located in shallow water swampy habitats in forest,

cocal, and secondary growth of the Tortuguero peninsula,

t\\'o were located in shallows along the margin of Tortuguero
Canal. and two were excavated from the bottom of a nest

u hich other hatchlings had apparently previously exited.

Several other reliable reports of observations of small sliders

in swampy and canal habitats were received from staff and

sea turtle volunteers at the Green Turtle Research Station,

tronr local residents, and from P. Pritchard (pers. contnt.).

Hatchlings typically begin to be observed by May or
June around Tortuguero. As in Panama (Moll and Legler,
197 | ) my data indicate that sliders in Costa Rica have

ertended dry season nesting activity which probably peaks

in February. With an average incubation period of 80 days

r\Ioll and Legler, IgJ 1) hatchlings would be expected to

emer'se in some numbers in late spring in conjunction with
the onset of the rainy season.

There is no evidence that hatchlin..qs enter the sea after
nest emergence and it seems more likely that hatchlin-ss

normally move landward upon erler-qence. In countless
hours of beach walking by sea turtle researchers and volun-
teer ta.-e,-qers since the 1950's, mainly during the period of
peak emergence by slider hatchlings. the only record of a
slider hatchling observation on the lower beach that I am

a\\ are of is the one observed by Spotila, Yocky, and myself
in June 1989. This individual was walking parallel to the surf
line and had meandered diagonally from the cocoplum scrub

alon-e the upper beach for approximately 10 m without
attempting to enter the sea. Also, while local residents and

Figure 7. A hatchlirr-e slider which has emerged from a nest
.,rntr\\ here in the surrounding cocoplum vegetation.

researchers have sighted adult sliders and tracks on sea

beaches none I interviewed recalled e\Ier seeitt-9 any hatchlill-gs

there. As physiological adaptions for salt u'ater existence are

unlikely (see Dunson 1979a, 1919b. Dunson and Moll.
1980) and morphological and behavioral adaptations tor
movement in the sea are clearly lackin-e, it seems likely that

newly emergent sliders normally move landward into the

vegetated peninsula rather than seaward. Moll and Le-sler

(1971) noted that Panamanian sliders spent a cotrsiderable

time (up to 36 days) after emergence secreted in low terres-

trial vegetation and debris before moving to water. Tortu-sllero

sliders probably behave similarly, gradually makin-e their
way into peninsular swamps and eventually into the canal

system itself via overland movement. The only apparent

hatchling predation event observed in this study was the

discovery of an individual in the clutches of a beach crab

mentioned previously.
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